**Inferiority Can Be Fun**

The idea of inferiority can be a valuable tool in today's world. The first step is to understand the concept of inferiority, and how it can be used to our advantage. The second step is to accept the role of inferiority, and embrace it as a part of our identity. The final step is to use the knowledge of inferiority to our advantage, and to use it as a tool for personal growth. By understanding the concept of inferiority, we can learn to value ourselves, and to accept our limitations as a part of who we are.

---

**Program for Directors**

A new program for prospective student leaders has been implemented into the State University's Graduate School. This new program will prepare students for leadership roles in the future. The program will focus on developing skills in communication, decision making, and teamwork. Students will participate in workshops and seminars, and will be given the opportunity to gain practical experience through internships.

---

**Students to Nominate Candidates For Approaching School Elections**

Last week the student elections committee met to discuss the upcoming elections. Nomination will continue from now until Thursday at 5:00 p.m. All students are encouraged to participate in the elections. The students will vote on the candidates, and the winners will be announced next week.

---

**JOBS IN EUROPE**

North Dakota, University of Illinois, and the University of Washington are currently recruiting for a variety of positions in Europe. These positions include research assistantships, teaching assistantships, and research positions. All positions are open to students, and the deadlines are next week.

---

**NOTICE**

All students are required to attend the orientation meeting next week. The meeting will be held in the student center, and all students are encouraged to attend. The meeting will cover important information, and all students will be given an opportunity to ask questions.
Keep the Tuition Fight Going

What can you do to fight tuition? You can do many things. The first is to plan your course carefully, to avoid waste and realize maximum benefit from your studies. The next is to convey your statements to all your legislators. If you want to convince a legislator, or anybody else, you must make your case in a way that he can understand. If you want to convince a legislator, or anybody else, you must make your case in a way that he can understand.

The abandonment of public education. Can you do many things. The first is to plan your course carefully, to avoid waste and realize maximum benefit from your studies. The next is to convey your statements to all your legislators. If you want to convince a legislator, or anybody else, you must make your case in a way that he can understand.
Four different ways to make going more fun than getting there

You can see why one of America's favorite outdoor sports is driving Chevrolet, with four different exciting ways you can do it...and still come home with a smile. Chevrolet's new V-8s will make you think that live and learn are no old stuff, and for pure enjoyment, America's only sports car, Chevrolet, leaves the competition for the high times miles behind. Chevrolet's V-8s are engines that can run rings around a 'cross-country' engine. And when you're on the go, you can make it more fun than getting there.

Potter Club Continues Undefeated To Lead 1st AMIA Cage Loop

At the conclusion of the 13th basketball half-season, comforts, a lot of sports has occurred in the AMIA basketball loop. Dick Crossett, the leader last season, is still leading the pack, and he's been joined by a whole bunch of players who are making the league exciting.
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Did you win in Lap 2?

**LAP 2...**

**10 WINNING NUMBERS!**

**CONSIGNMENT PRIZE NUMBERS:**


CONSIGNMENT PRIZE TOO!

**L&M GRAND PRIX 50**

Sweepsstakes for colleges only

More than 50 times the chance to win it than it open to the general public.

35 Tempests to go! Get set for the next lap... 35 more Tempets, and 20 more Consolidation Prize Numbers! A winner may not be awarded. No purchase necessary. Just fill in an entry blank where your college appears. Enter now. Early entry will win. Lap two of 35 will be sent to you. You've already submitted an entry for Lap One. Get set for the next lap... 35 more Tempets to go! Get set for the next lap... 35 more Tempets, and 20 more Consolidation Prize Numbers! A winner may not be awarded. No purchase necessary. Just fill in an entry blank where your college appears. Enter now. Early entry will win. Lap two of 35 will be sent to you. You've already submitted an entry for Lap One.